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A song - sorta got a feeling of the melody in my head. 

Versatility - life is poetry 

That feeling when you just know

what you've always known

but sometimes doubted

for a various of reasons

the biggest reason being fear

and the enemy being yourself

that feeling of having found something

you pretended to be lost

that feeling of knowing that you can

if you dare to - that frightening yet so right feeling

- That feeling

 

 

Life is poetry

a melody a beat

life is beautiful in all its versatility

you can dream big if you allow big dreams to enter your life

Life is poetry and life is for real

 

 

So many miles have been walked

sometimes the road has been rough and steep

sometimes you've laid awake in the night

wondering how to sleep

Your heart longs for one in the audience to listen

and that person is you - that person is you

Keep your head high and when you walk by

say hello - I know life can be though but hold on

Cause life is poetry - life is a song

 

 

You've seen so much - so many places - many people

and there's been times when you've felt like giving up

but I can promise you my friend  - things will get better

Just keep on dreaming - Just keep on singing - this is your voice

- this is your life

 

 



Life is poetry

a melody a beat

life is beautiful in all its versatility

you can dream big if you allow big dreams to enter your life

Life is poetry and life is for real

 

Now when the night comes along

keep in mind that you are stronger than you think

There is a place for you - there is a path where you can let your shoulders down and know that you can take

the next step

yeah you can take the next step 

- the step towards your dreams

 

Life is poetry

a melody a beat

life is beautiful in all its versatility

 

Life is poetry and life is for real

 

you can dream big if you allow big dreams to enter your life

 

 

Life is poetry

a melody a beat

life is beautiful in all its versatility

 

 

- in all its versatility
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